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Introduction
Algorithm

Video In → RGB to BW → Median Filter → Median Filter → Bounding Box → Compute → Draw → Video Out
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation

Error if \( \text{ref}[x][y] \& \neg \text{input}[x][y] \) is 1 → error = 1
hole, person = 0 empty space = 1
Implementation

```
Valid && Error > T
```

```
Valid && Error < T
```

```
!Match
```

```
Match
```

Diagram showing the process with steps: Video In → RGB to BW → Median Filter → Median Filter → Bounding Box → Compute → Draw → Video Out.
Conclusion

HLS pragmas: partition, pipeline, loop_tripcount, resource (AXI video), dataflow

Line buffering

Per pixel-processing vs whole image processing like OpenCV

Trouble with meeting timing constraints
Real Life Example
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